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[NAME OF SCHOOL]. Wore jeans and Chanel black t-shirt. Straight dark hair held back with
rolled scarf around head. Came in with Sony Walkman. Rather middle class, but quite shy
and nervous. Didn’t like the tape-recorder at first, sat cross-legged on the chair. Has 2
brothers at university, and she went to a private girls school from age of 11 – 16. Got 10 O
levels, wasn’t v. happy there, it’s better here and she’s made a few v. good friends.
She is going steady, been with her boyfriend for a year now but not necessarily with a view
to marriage or lasting forever. It's her first sexual relationship - he'd had 2 others. She had
slept with him before without having sexual intercourse. It was 5 months before they started
this, after she went on the pill. They had discussed it. He is v. caring about this, no pressure.
He tries to give her pleasure, and sometimes does. Says she does have orgasms. He lives
with some friends and works in a [SHOP]. Sometimes she stays around at his place, or he
can stay at her home.
Doesn’t have a v. good relationship with her parents, not close. She thinks they think that
she’s been having sex with her boyfriend from the start. They don’t discuss it and this
depresses her sometimes.
She has a good friend who is male, who lives around the corner who she sees quite often.
Is aware of AIDS, says she got scared when it came up 3 years ago, knows a bit about it but
not that much. Doesn’t feel that she’s at risk. Says she would ask a partner in the future to
use a condom but is planning on being faithful at the moment.
She is taking a year off before going to university. Doesn’t take risks – has given up
smoking, drinks a little bit, and smokes dope, involved in CND, which is where she met her
boyfriend.

